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Abstracto We develop a theory of extensions of von Neumann 
algebras by locally compact groups of automorphisms. The 
emphasis is on the description (from an algebraic point of 
view) of those extensions of a given von Neumann algebra by 
a given group which determine a fixed homomorphism from the 
group into the outer automorphism classes of the given algebrao 
Thus the study of such homomorphisms occupies a substantial 
part of the paper; for a large class of examples we are able 
to determine when such a homomorphism is split, and give a 
simple algebraic description of the extensions. We then give 
necessary and sufficient conditions (of an analytic nature) 
for an extension to be equivalent to a twisted crossed product 
extension, and give some applications to the study of represen-
tations of certain topological groups, and to approximately 
finite dimensional von Neumann algebraso 
amenable group, then any representation of N generates an approxi-
mately finite dimensional von Neumann algebra (see [7]). Also, in 
the case of properly infinite algebras n; , any twisted crossed pro-
duct 1'[ of ~ by G is in fact already an ordinary crossed product 
(perhaps with respect to a different action of G ) ; this result 
applies also to certain finite groups and ll~~algebraso Interest in 
twisted crossed-products as a means of producing new von Neumann 
algebras is thus essentially reduced to the case of abelian algebras 
(see also [~5] for a different approach to this problem); cohomolo-
gical techniques seem ins:l.fficient to give any conclusive results 
in this case so that we do not attempt any classification of the 
von Neumann algebras arizing in this way. 
The author would like to express his debt to A. Cannes, without 
whom this work would never have been begun. 
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§ 1 Notations and conventions 
Throughout, all von Neumann algebras '/'rL will be assumed to 
have separable preduals rrtz * , ahd all Hilbert spaces separable; 
when necessary, 177. will be considered as a Borel space with Borel 
structure generated by the Ftrong * topology. Aut( 1JZ) will denote 
the group of * automorphisms of ~ with the topology of pointwise 
norm convergence against 1fl * ; this topology is Polish, so that the 
associated Borel structure is standard ([4], [14]). Int(~) denotes 
the normal subgroup of inner automorphisms, i.e. automorphisms of the 
form Ad u , u unitary in 1rt , where Ad u(x) = u xu* • e denotes 
the q-uotient map e: Aut( 1rl) ... Aut( 1Jt )/Int( 117) =Out( 11z) • By 0~ (1ft), 
we mean the unitary group of 1fl , and ~( 11z ) denotes the centre of 
'irf ; thus UC3 ( 1'11.,)) is the unitary group of the centre of 7rL • 
Whenever we consider the central decomposition rfl = J": 112 ( Y )dll ( y) we 
r 
shall assume (as we may) that r is a standard Borel space and 1J 
a Borel measure on r with L0 :t r, 1-1) isomorphic with 'J ( 1rz) • 
We will use G to denote a locally compact, separable, topolo-
gical group; we use (almost) invariably a left invariant Haar measure 
dg on G. If 1t is a Hilbert space and G is as above, L2 (G; 11) 
denotes the Hilbert space of (equivalence classes) of measurable maps 
s: G ... 14 with J lls(g)!l 2dg < oo, with inner product (s,11) = 
G J (s(g),T'!(g))dg. When appropriate we identify L2 (G;11) with 
G 
L2 (G) ® 11 • Simila;r:ly if 1l7. is a von Neumann algebra, L00(G;"'l) is 
the von Neumann algebra of (equivalence classes of) norm bounded 
measurable maps from G to ?n ; it is canonically isomorphic with 
Leo( G) ® 1r[ • 
We refer to [22] (see also [21]) for the cohomology of locally 
compact groups. Briefly, if A is a Polish abelian group and 
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g E G -+ a.g E Aut(A) a representation of G with (g,a) -+ a.g(a) 
continuous on G x A , we may consider the group (with pointwise 
operations) of all Borel maps w: G x o • o x G ( n copies) ... A with 
w(g1 , ••• ,~) = 0 if any of g1 , ••• ,gn is the identity e of G. 
Such a map w is termed a Borel n-cochain, and we write wE Cn(G;A). 
Define maps o : Cn(G;A) ... cn+1 (G;A) by 
(we write G multiplicatively and A addi ti vely). If ow = 0 we 
say w is an a-n-cccycle and write w E Z~(G;A); if w is of the 
form 0\) for v e cn-1 (G;A) we say w is an a-n-coboundary and 
write w E B~(G;A). Since ooo = 0 we have B~(G;A) ~ Z~(G;A); 
the nth cohomology group ~(G;A) of G with coefficients in A 
is the quotient 
(a E A : a. (a) = a g 
Z~(G;A)/B~(G;A) • 
for all g E G} o 
By convention, H~(G;A) = 
Invariably, for us, A will be 
of the form 1). (} (1Yl)) for some von Neumann algebra ~ ; if 1rf is 
a factor, we will thus be considering the groups ~(G;T) where T 
denotes the circle group. 
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§ 2 Technical preliminaries 
2.1 Non-abelian cohomology 
We adopt the following convention; if J = [j1 , u., jn} is a 
finite set of integers with · < · < < · and if aJ. , J. E J J1 J2 • • • Jn ' 
are elements of a (possibly non-abelian) group, then IT a. denotes 
jEJ J 
the element 
Definition 2.1.1. Let cx.: g E G ... cx.g E .A.ut('JJ£.) be an arbitrary Borel 
map. .A. (unitary) a.-n-cocycle is then a Borel map w : G x G x ••• x G 
(n copies) ... U ( 11'(_) satisfying 
(a) 
(b) 
if g. = e for some 
J 
Definition 2.1.2. An a-n-cocycle w is an a-coboundary if there 
is a Borel map v : Gx Gx ••• x G ... U ('frl) (n-1 copies of G) with 
w = ov where 
Remark The order of the terms in definitions 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 are 
of course adapted to each other; the results we prove remain true 
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with other reasonable and mutually adapted definitions of cocycle 
and coboundary. Also, in general, o as defined in 2.1.2 does not 
2 
satisfy o = 1 • However if g - a. is a homomorphism and w , v g 
of 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 take values in an abelian subalg8bra of~ inva-
riant under the a.g, our definitions are the usual ones for (nor-
malized) cocycles and coboundaries. 
We begin with a result which seems special, in full generality, 
to the two-dimensional situation. 
Proposition 2 o 1. 3o Let g E G .... a.g E Aut ( 17(_) be an arbitrary Borel 
map, and w : G x G - U ( 'lfl) an a.-2-cocycle. Consider 13 = a. ® 1. g g 
on 'rfl ® d3 (L2 (G)). Then (g,h) E G x G .... w(g,h) ® 1 is a 13-co-
boundary. 
Proof. We first note that u(g,h) = w(g,h) ® 1 is clearly a 13-2-
cocycle; by assumption w satisfies a.g(w(h,k))w(g,hk) = w(g,h) 
w(gh,k) for all g,h,k E G. We must produce a Borel map g E G 
.... v(g) E'U.( 1Yl..® <B(L2 (G))) with w(g,h) ® 1 = Sg(v(h))v(g)v(gb.)* o 
We may suppose that 1rJ. acts on the Hilbert space '11 , and that 
1rl® 63 (L2 (G)) is realized on L2 (G; 'H).. For s E L2 (G; 11) set 
(v(h)s)(k) = w(h,k)s(hk). Trivially h .... v(h) is Borel. Also 
( 13g( v(h) )v(g)v(gh) * s) (k) = a.g( w(h,k)) ( v(g)v(gb.) * s) (k) 
= a.g(w(h,k))w(g,hk)w(gh,k)*s(k) 
= w(g,h) s(k) 
= ((w(g,h) ® 1)s)(k). 
Thus (ov)(g,h) = w(g,h) ® 1 as required. 
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Proposition 2.1.3 has the disadvantage that it may well happen 
that 11l ® U3 (L2 (G)) is properly infinite while 172 is finite; this 
situation may be remedied in one of two ways (neither of which is 
entirely satisfactory). 
Proposition 2.1 .4. Let G be a discrete group with order I 2 , 
g E G ... a.g E Aut( l'fr[) an arbitrary map and w : G x G - U (} ( trz)) 
an a-2-cocycle,. Then there is 
i) a full n:1 factor IF , and a map 13 : g E G ... Sg E Aut(11z ® <P) 
with Sg(x ® 1) = a.g(x) ® 1 , g E G , x E 1Yl 
ii) unitaries u(g) , g E.G, generating CP , such that 
w(g,h) ® 1 = 13g(1 ® u(h) )(1 ® u(g)u(gh)*). 
Further, if a. is· a homomorphism, we may also choose S to be a 
homomorphism. 
Proof. We recall the following result from [25]; if F is the free 
non-abelian group on generators x1 , x2 , o o • , xn , n = 2, 3, ,. •• oo, and 
{A.. ,j = 1, ••• ,n) a given set of complex numbers with 1>.. .1 = 1 
J J 
j = 1, 2, ••• ,n , then there is an automorphism & of the algebra 
generated by the left regular representation A.F of F determined 
by &(A.F(xj)) = AjAF(xj), j = 1,2p•• ,no 
Let ~G 
g E G- {e} • 
denote the free non-abelian group on the symbols xg , 
We shall take 6' to be the algebra generated by the 
left regular representation A. of ~G, and u(g) = A.(xg) • 
-First, consider the endomorphisms & g , g E G , of ~ G deter-
"" -1 ,..., ,... - -1 
mined by &g(xh) = xghxg • We easily see that &g&h(xk) = &g~~) 
-1 -1 -1 - ( ) ,..., 
= xghkxg xgxgh = xghkxgh = &gh xk , so that each og is in fact an 
"""' automorphism, and g ... &g a representation of G as automorphisms 
of ~Go 
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(f) 
Let ~ = J ~(y)d~(y) be the central decomposition of ~ , 
r 
and y ... wy(g,h) a fixed representation of w(g,h) E U(} (1'Jl)) as 
a Borel function on r with values in the circle. In view of the 
fact that each automorphism of ~G lifts to an automorphism of ~ , 
and by virtue of the result of [25] quoted above, we may, for each 
y E r construct automorphisms oY of g 19 characterized by 6 Y (u(h)) ~ g 
If we identify 1?z ® rr with j ~ 112 ( y) ® (9 dj..t ( y) 
r 
we may thus define automorphisms g E G of 717.® t9 by og = 
r$ J 1o ® 0 y dj..t ( y ) r g it is clear that for each g , the field of auto-
morphisms y .... 1. ® oY E Aut(?Jl(y) ® @) is measurable (see [26]). g 
By construction o g(x ® 1) = x® 1 , x ~ 'n7., and og( 1 ® u(h)) = 
w(g,h) ® u(gh)u(g)* • Set \3g = og o (a.g ® \) , so that Sg and a.g 
agree on 111 ® 1 ; evidently we still have Sg( 1 ® u(h)) = 
w(g ,h) ® u(gh)u(g) * ' i. eo w(g ,h)® 1 = 13 g< 1 ® u(h)) ( 1 ® u(g)u(gh) *) • 
Finally, if g - a.g is a homomorphism, then so is g - the 
restriction of !3g to 1rf_. ® 1 • On the other hand, we always have 
!3g o !3h ( 1 ® u(k)) = !3g(w(h,k) ® u(hk)u(h)*) 
= a.g(w(h,k) )w(g,hk)w(g,h)* ® u(ghk)u(g)*u(g)u(gh)* 
= w(gh,k) ® u(ghk)u(gh)* 
= sgh(1 ®u(k)) 
Remarks 1) In 2.1o4, if g- e: o g,g E Out(7fl) is a homomorphism, 
so is g .... e: o S g E Out ( 17/ ® t9 ) • 
2) In the proof of 2. 1.4, we may replace ~G by AG, the free 
abelian group on the generators xg , g E G- {e} • The construction 
may be repeated verbatim, with ~ being replaced by the (abelian) 
algebra generated by the left regular representation of AG. 
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Our final result seems to be valid only when we are dealing 
with representations of groups as automorphisms. 
Proposition 2.1. 5. Let g E G ~ g,g E Aut( '»l) be a Borel homomor-
phism and A the left regular representation of 2 G on L (G) • 
Set !3g = a.g®AdA(g), on rrr;_® L00(G). Then if w is any a.-n-
cocycle n 2: 1 , (g1 , ••• ,gJ - w(g1 , ••• ,gn) ® 1 E ~ ® L00(G) is a 
13-coboundaryo 
£toof. We may suppose 1rj acts on 1i , and that 
we may identify with L00(G; .,..171) ) is realized on 
1rZ ® L00( G) (which 
2 L (G; ?r/) • 
For g1 , ••• , gn_1 E G , and 
2 ; E L ( G; ?I) , set 
(v(g1, ••• ,gn-1);)(k) = ~(w(k-1,g1, ••• ,gn-1));(k) • 
Clearly v(g1 , ••• ,gn_1 ) E 1L(L00(G;~)) and (g1 , ••• ,~_1 )-
v(g1, ••• ,gn_1) is a Borel map; also v(g1 , ••• ,~_1 ) = 1 if any of 
g1 , .... ,gn_1 is the identity. For each g E G, we let W(g) be a 
unitary on 11 with Ad W(g) = o.g (such unitaries exist by virtue of 
[14]~ We now compute 
( !3g1 (v(g2' a • • ,gn)) ;) (k) = W(g1) (v(g2' • • a ,gn) (W(g1 )* ®~) ;)~11k) 
= W(g1)o. -1 (w(k-1g1,g2, ••• ,~))W(g1)~(k) 
g1 k -.. ,_. 
= ~(w(k-1g1,g2, ••• ,gn));(k) • 
Using the cocycle equation 2.1.1. (b) with the n+1 variables 
k-;g1 , ••• ,~ it is now trivial to verify (ov)(g1 , ••• ,~) = 
w(g1 , ••• ,gn) ® 1 as required. Q.E.D. 
It should be noted that in the situation of 2.1.5, (g1 , ••• ,~) 
- w(g1 , ••• ,gn) ® 1 cobounds in /'ft?_ ® cS (L2 (G)) with respect to 
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13 = a. ®Ad A.(g) ; of course even if w takes values in 3-' ( 'Yrl) , g g 
the cochain v constructed above need not take values in the centre 
of "nt ® 63 (L2(G)) o The results of 2.1.5 have been used implicitly 
in the literature; we note in particular [3; 1.2.4]; the last result 
plays a role in [9] (in the one dimensional context). 
~ Automorphisms of non-factors 
Let 1q be a von Neumann algebra with central decomposition 
rEB 1Y) ~~ 111CY)d~(y), and let a. E Aut(1f'}.)' we are interested in 
"'r 
ways of describing a. in terms of the component algebras 
('nt(Y),yEr}. Unless a. fixes the centre of ?ll pointwise, ex. 
does not admit a direct integral decomposition; nevertheless, if~ 
is abelian it is well lmown (see [19]) that a. admits a "point 
realization" on r (in this case 7rl. ::. L00(r ,!-1) ) io e. there is an 
invertible transformation T on r with Ti-L ~ 1-1 and (a£)(y) = 
a.e. for 00 f E L (r, !-1) o We shall establish here a simul-
taneous generalization of the point realization in the abelian case, 
and of the firect integral decomposition in the case a.(z) = z, 
z E 
We fix a central decomposition 
T be a point 
EB 
111: = J 1!z (y)d~(y), and 
r 
realization of the restriction a. E Aut( 11'/) o We let 
of a. to 1 ( 1'fl) on 
Lx(y)d!-L(Y), we write 
ro When x E ~ has decomposition X = 
x ,..., x(y) • 
r 
Proposition 2.2.1. With the above notations there is a T-invariant 
~-null set N ~ r, and normal isomorphisms x.Y: 17l (y) -- ~(Ty), 
y Er-N, with 
(i) y ... x(y) E ~(y) is Borel if and only if y ... x.Y(x(y)) E 
~(Ty) is Borel 
- 9 ~ 
(ii) if x ~ (x(y)) then ~(x) ~ (y(y)) where 
y(y) = x. 1 (x(T-1y)) ll- a.e. T- y 
Proof. Let d _s: '11t be a cr-weak*-dense, norm separable C*-sub-
algebra; we may suppose c.A = {1 n 3 ( ~) is cr-weak*-dense in 
3-C?JZ) , and that ti (and A) are Cl-invariar"t. We may further 
suppose that r is the spectrum of v4 • 
Let n denote the identity representation of (i in the decom-
posable von Neumann algebra ~. From [10], n admits a decomposi-
tion n = f"I' n diJ.( y) ; we may assume, after deletion of a null set jr Y 
that the ny are representations and that {ny(Q)}" = 'ffl(y) o Note 
also that the following diagram commutes 
a E .A ~ f E tcr) -> 
~ ~ 
a.( a) t:.v4 ~ foT-1 E '(r) 
where In ~ is the Gelfand representation of vi on its spectrum. 
view of the fact that we may assume the automorphism ~ is imple-
mented by some unitary on the Hilbert space of '"1. , it follows from 
the proofs of existence and uniqueness of decompositions of repre-
sentations of C*-algebras (see [10], especially 8.2.4) that for 
almost all y E r the representations ny and nTy o a. are uni tar-
ily equivalent.. So for y E r- N, where N is 1).-null and T-
invariant, there are unique isomorphisms ~Y: ~(y) ~ ~(Ty) with 
~Y ( ny (x)) = nTy ( a.(x)) , x E (1 • The claims of the Proposition now 
follow, as {ny(d )}" = 'Tfl(y), y E r, and for x E Cl, x,.., (ny(x)). 
QoE.D. 
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The following generalization is immediate. 
Proposition 2.2.2. Let G be a countable group, and (o:.,gEG) a g 
set of automorphisms of 1Yl such that g E G ... e g = restriction of 
a.g to } ( ~) is a homomorphism. Let 1JZ = J': 1"rl, (y )d~( y) be the 
r 
central decomposition, and (g,y) E Gx r ..... gy E r a point realization 
of 8 • Then, for y € r- N, where N is 1-1-null and G-invariant, 
there are normal isomorphisms x.(g,y): 1ll.Cv) ..... 71lf..gy) with 
(i) y ... x(y) E '7!l(y) Borel if and only if y ... x.(g,y)(x(y)) € 
7J1(gy) is Borel for each g E G; 
(ii) if X ,... (x( y)) , then o:.g(x) ,... (y( y)) where 
y(y) = x. 1 (x(g-1y)) 1-1- a.e .. (g,g- y) 
If, in addition, g ... a.g is a homomorphism, we have 
(iii) '\h,gy) • x.(g,y) = x.(hg,y), g,h € G, y Er-N. 
We omit the obvious proof. 
Remarks. (i) Proposition 2.2.2. probably remains valid if g ..... a. g 
is a continuous representation of G in Aut(?'Tl) • However, the 
author has not been able to find a systematic method of deleting 
null sets to effect the proof. 
(ii) In case G is countable, and g ..... a.g is a representation, 
2.2.2 (iii) is saying that (g,y) E Gxr ... x.(g,y) iis a represen-
tation of the groupoid Gxr (see [15]) as 11 fibre isomorphisms". 
In some cases, 2.2.2. allows a description of Aut(11l) by 
means of a (split) exact sequence. If 11'L = L 17Z (y)d~(y) is the 
r 
central decomposition, define an equivalence relation <R..'nt on r 
by ( y, y 1 ) E Gt?n if and only if "frl ( y) and rrtz ( y 1 ) are algebrai-
cally isomorphic. By [11], equivalence classes under ~~ areBorel. 
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Recall that ?'fl is said to be centrally smooth ( [ 11] , [24]) if there 
is a tJ.-null Borel set N c r such that the quotient (r-N) I cR'nt is 
countably separated. 
Definition 2.2.3. (i) Aut3- (7fL) is the (normal) subgroup of 
Aut(~) consisting of those automorphisms ~ with ~(z) = z, 
zeJ.Cnz). 
(ii) Aut~(r) is the group of equivalence classes of measur-
able automorphisms ~ of r with ~IJ. ~ IJ. and (y,~-1 (y)) E 6(~ 
for IJ.-almost all y , where we identify ~1 and if 
1J.- a. e. (The product is composition.) 
Proposition 2.2.4. Let ~ be centrally smooth. Then there is a 
split exact sequence 1~ Aut~(~) ~Aut(~) ~ Aut~(r) ~ 1. 
Proof. We construct a multiplicative lifting of Aut~(r) into 
Aut( 1r!,) • 
We may assume (r,IJ.) is a probability space, and that (after 
deletion of a null set) r l6l~ = n is analytic; we let n : r ~ n 
be the natural surjection and ~ be the image of 1J. under n. 
Thus, in the decomposition 1J. = r~ 1J. d~(w) of 1J. with respect to 
n w 
n (see [11]) we may assume the IJ.w are probability measures, and 
1J. (r-n-1 (w)) = 0 for all w • By the 11partial integration" tech-
w 
nique of [24], we have 1rl = r 11L cw )d;:l(w) where 111.. cw) = L11Z (y)dtJ.w(y). 
n r 
By standard section theorems (see e.g. [2]), we may choose a 
universally measurable map s: w E n ~ s(w) E n-1(w) c r; thus 
for (almost all) w E 0, 7fl (w) is isomorphic with 'l7l(s(w)) 
00 
® L (r, 1-lw) • 
Let now ~ be an invertible measurable transformation on r 
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with cp~ roJ ~ and (y,cp(y)) E ot'nl, for all y (we have deleted a 
null set from r to effect this).. Each such cp gives rise to an 
automorphism a.: of 11z· (s(w)) ® L0 =tr '~w) via a.:(x® f) = x® ~:(f) , 
x E 17L(s(w)), f E L00(r,~w), where (13:f)(y) = f(cp- 1(y)) :~ Since 
cp is measurable, the field of automorphisms w - a.: E Aut(~(w)) is 
measurable as a field of automorphisms over w - ~(w) (see [26])o 
We set a.cp = J{f) a.cp dp,'(w) on 7Yl. .. Clearly, a.cp depends only on the 
0 w 
equivalence class of cp in Aut'ltl (r) , and a.~ o a.$ = a.cpo$ • 
It remains to show that any automorphism a. E Aut ( 11t) is of 
the form 13 o a.cp for some 13 E Aut1- ( 1Jl) , cp E Autl'fiZ,(r) (since clearly 
a.cp E Autt(~) implies cp = identity a .. e.). But from the proof of 
2 .. 201, given a. E Aut(~) there is a measurable map cp on r 
(written T-1 in 2 ... 2.1) and normal isomorphisms r..y:17Z(y) -1JZ(cp-1(y)) 
with (a.(x))(y) = r..cp(y)(x(cp(y)), ~-a. e. for x E '1!/. Thus 
cp E Aut'nl (r) and for x E 'rll, 
(a.oa.cp(x))(y) = r..cp(y) ((a.cp(x))(cp(y))) ~-a. e. 
= r.. o t.cp(y)(x(y)) ~-a.e. 
cp( y) y 
where t~(y) :~(y) ... ~(cp(y)) is the identification of ~(y) with 
~(cp(y)) used above (in e .. g. the isomorphism ~(w) = ~s(w))® 
L00(r,~w)). But xcp(y)" 1.~(y) is an automorphism of ?Jt (y); thus 
a. "· a.cp is expressed as a direct integral of automorphisms of 17l. ( y) , 
so that 
Remark .. In an obvious (but undefined) sense Autf(~) = 
~Aut(~(y))d~(y) and the above exact sequence then reads 
r 
1 ... L Aut(112(y))d\-L(Y) 
r 
... 1 0 
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§ 3 Kernels 
.2.::.1 Kernels and Extensions 
We begin with definitions; as usual, von Neumenn algebras and 
groups are supposed to be separable. 
Definition 3.1.1. A G-kernel (~,e) consists of 
(i) a von Neumann algebra ~ , 
(ii) a homomorphism e : g E G .... Out( 1Jl) which admits a Borel 
lifting to Aut("[) i .. e. for which there is a Borel map a.: G- Aut(?lz) 
with € 0 a. = e • 
We do not assume here the map G of 3.1.1 (ii) is a homomor-
phism; this situation is discussed in § 4. The assumption that 9 
admits a Borel lifting seems necessary in view of the fact that 
I.nt(11Z) may fail to be closed in Aut(11Z) ; however, when I.nt( ?JZ) 
is closed (i.eo ~ is full, [4)) (ii) above is easily seen to be 
equivalent to requiring 9 to be continuous (cf. [22)). 
Definition 3. 1 • 2.. An ext ens ion ( 1Z , I, rr} of a von Neumann algebra 
111. by a group G consists of 
(i) a von Neumann algebra "fl , and an isomorphism I of 17Z 
into 1'£ • 
(ii) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
a Borel map rr: g E G .... rr(g) E U(l'f[) 
rr(g)I(nz)rr(g)* = I(17z) 
rr(g)n(h) E I(~)n(gh) 
1'[ = (I(17'Z)U (n(g):gEG})n 
satisfying 
Here, we are concerned with the relationships between G-kernels 
and extensions of '11j_ by G , parralleling a similar relationship in 
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the theory of group extensions. There are two prime sources of ex-
amples of extensions. 
Example 3.1.3. Let {~,G,~,w) be a projective covariant system 
so that ~ is a representation of G in Aut(~) and w E 
2 Z~(G;U(') (1J2))) D 
define operators on 
If 11'L acts on the Hilbert space X, we may 
L2 (G;'}() by 
(I~(x) s) (g) = a.~1 (x) s(g) , X E 1tl 
(A.w(h) s) (g) = w(g-1 ,h) s(h-1g) , h E G 
where 2 s E L (G;'}-0 D 
g E G)". In this case 
A.w(g)I~(x)A.w(g)* = Ia.(~g(x)) , x E Tf1'l, g E G 
A.w(g)A.w(h) = I~(w(g,h))A.w(gh), g,h E G, 
so that { 7L , I a., A. w) is indeed an extension of ?7z by G. This of 
course is the twisted crossed product studied in [27] and [32]. 
Example 3.1.4. Let 1 ~ M ~ N ~ G ~ 1 be any exact sequence of 
locally compact separable topological groups (see [22]), and let p 
be any continuous unitary representation (or even projective repre-
sentation) of N on a separable Hilbert space; let 17l = p (M) II ' 
IJl = p (N)" and I:?'/l ... r[ the inclusion map. If gEG ... n EG g 
is any Borel right inverse to the surjection N ~ G' and n(g) = 
p(ng) , then ('!Z ,I,n) is an extension of 111. by G. 
There is one obvious relationship between extensions and kernels; 
if ( 12, I, n} is an extension of ~ by G , and ~g = r-1 •Ad n(g) •I E 
Aut( "nl.), then, from 3.1.2 (b), g ... eg = €(~g) E Out('J12) is a homo-
morphism. Clearly {~,e) is then a G-kernel. In this situation, 
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we say that the extension [~,I,n} realizes or extends the kernel 
{ 17l, e} , and that [ 17l, 8} is associated to the extension. An ex-
tendable kernel is one which is realized by some extension. 
As we shall see, not all kernels are extendable; our immediate 
goal is to determine those which are. 
Let { 11!, 8} be a given G-kernel, and g ... a.g E Aut ( ?1/.) a 
Borel map with e: o a. = 8 • Since ego eh = egh , g,h E G we may 
choose for each g,h E G, v(g,h) E 11. (1lf) with a.g·~ ::::Adv(g,b.)ocr.gho 
Since Int('m) is isomorphic with U (/f!l )/U (9 ( 'Y'l)) , and U(} ('112)) 
is closed in 1((~) (with respect to the strong-*topology), we may 
by standard section theorems assume (g,h) E G x G _. v(g,h) E 'U("f11) is 
Borel. Comparing a.g o ( '\. o a.J with ( a.g o ~) • '1c we see 
Ad a.g(v(h,k)) v(g,hk) = Ad v(g,h) v(gh,k) for g,h,k E G. There is 
thus a Borel function f : G x G x G ... 1J.. (j ( 1?1 )) determined by 
-a.g(v(h,k) )v(g,hk) = f(g,h,k)v(g,h)v(gh,k;) for all g,h,k E G. Since we 
may choose the maps a., v so that a.e = identity and v(g,h) = 1 
if g or h is the identity, we see f(g,h,k) = 1 if any of g, h 
or k is the identity. We note also that the restriction of the 
automorphisms to } ( 1Yl) defines a representation of G in 
Aut(} (f'J12.)) which depends only on 8 ; we denote this action by 8 
alsoo 
Lemma 3.1.5. Let {117,8} and f: GxGx G -11 () ('YY))) be as above. 
Then 
(i) f E Z~( G; 'U(J- ( '"J))) 
(ii) the cohomology class of f in H~(G; 1i(J ("'f))) is inde-
pendent of the choices a.~v made above, and depends only on {1!l,B}. 
G.ii) any 3-cocycle cohomologous to f may be constructed by 
changing the choices of a.,. v within the obvious limits. 
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Proof. This is identical with the proof given in r21], Chapter 4 for 
the purely algebraic case, and we do not repeat it here. Q.E.D. 
The unique element of H~(G; U('j-(/fr?))) determined by £-nz,e} 
via Lemma 3.1.5 will be denoted f[~,e}. In the notations of 
2.1.1 and the discussion preceding 3.1.5, the 3-cocycle f satis-
fies f = av. 
Theorem 3.1.6. Let £1n,e} be a G-kernel. Then [~,e) is ex-
tendable if and only if f{~,e} =identity in H~(G;~(~))). 
Proof. (i) Let {1Z,,I,rr} be an extension of ~ by G realizing e. 
We identify m_ with its image I( 11'/) in 1}, • By definition g .... a.g 
= Ad rr(g) E Aut(?1z} is a Borel lifting of e into Aut(1JZ) • Since 
Ad rr(g) o Ad rr(:q) = Ad (rr(g)rr(h)rr(gh)*) • Ad rr(gh) , and (g,h) ... 
rr(g)n(h)rr(gh)* E 'U('YQ)is Borel, we may choose v(g,h) = rr(g)rr(h)n(gh)*. 
But then a.g(v(h,k))v(g,hk) 
= n(g)n(h)rr(k)n(hk)*n(g)*rr(g)rr(hk)n(ghk)* 
= n(g)n(h)n(k)rr(ghk)* 
= n(g)n(h)n(gh)*n(gh)n(k)n(ghk)* 
= v(g,h)v(gh,k) for g,h,k E G 
Thus for this choice of a., v, f(g,h,k) = 1, and f{17l,e} is 
trivial., 
(ii) Suppose f{~,e} =identity. By 3.1.5 an) we may choose 
Borel maps a.:gEG .... a.gEAut(1Jl), v: (g,h)EGxG- v(g,h)E1i(lfr/) 
satisfying e:oa. = e, a.g•'\_ =Adv(g,h)•o.gh and v(g,h)v(gh,k) = 
a.g(v(h,k) )v(g,hk) for all g,h,k E G. Let '1fl act on the Hilbert 
space 'H. , and define operators I(x) , x E 111, and n(g) , g E G on 
L2 (G;f() by 
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(I(x)s)(h) = a. 1 (x)s(h), h-
W 1 t m b th N 1 b L2 (G,·'l..l) ___ e e , "' e e von eumann a ge ra on n generated by the 
operators I(x) , x E 11l.., and n(g) , g E G. Clearly I is an iso-
morphism of /'fYl into a subalgebra of l'fl , and we may compute 
(n(g)I(x)n(g)*s)(h) = v(h-1 ,g)a. _1 (x)v(h-1 ,g)*s(h) 
h g 
= a.h -1 0 C£g(x) s(h) 
= (I(a.g(x))s)(h), for gEG, xE11/. 
Thus n(g)I(x)n(g)* = I( a.g(x)) and n(g)I("'7)n(g)* = I(rr/l) .. Also 
(n(g)n(h)n(gh)*s)(k) = v(k-1 ,g)v(k-1g,h)v(k-1 ,gh)*s(k) 
= a. 1 Cv(g,h))s(k) k-
= (I(v(g,h))s(k) for g,h E G. 
So n(g)n(h) = I(v(g,h))n(gh) E I(~)n(gh). (12 ,I,n} is thus an 
extension of 11z by G , which, by the first computation above, re-
alizes the kernel {~,8}. 
The extension constructed above constitutes a generalization 
of the twisted crossed product studied in [27], [32]. As in [30], 
it is readily verified that the von Neumann algebr~ n does not 
depend on realization of 11'! on the Hilbert space fl . Although 
there are many extensions realizing a given kernel (in general), we 
refer to any extension of 17Z by G constructed as in 3.1 .6 (ii) 
above as a regular extension of 17Z by G .. 
In case the automorphisms a.g of 3.1.6 (ii) are implemented 
by a Borel family g ~ ug of unitaries on the Hilbert space ~ of 
1'17, , the generators I(x) , n(g) of the regular extension may be 
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represented as follows ·on L2 (G;"/{) ,::::: ?;.® L2 (G) ) 
I' (x) s 
(n'(h)s)(g) = u* 1v(g-1 ,h)u 1 s(h-1g), hEG. g- g- h 
I(x) , n(g) Indeed, these are the transforms of the generators 
by the unitary operator U on L2 (G(}() defiLed by (Us)(g) = u*_1~. 
g 
For the purposes of the next result, it is more convenient to use 
these alternate generators. 
Proposition 3.1.2. Let 1 ~ 1'1 ~ N - G- 1 be any exact sequence 
of locally compact separable groups, and let 1rl. , 17. be the von 
Neumann algebras gene~ated by the left regular representations ~1'1 , 
A.N of 1'1, N respectively. Then 17 is a regular extension of '112 
by G. 
Proof. Let g E G ~ ng EN be a Borel right inverse to the surjection 
N - G; we regard I1 as being a normal subgroup of Go As is well 
known (see eog. [20]) 1 N may be identified (as a standard Borel 
group) with Mx G endowed with the multiplication (m,g)(m' ,g') = 
(ml3g(m')m(g,g'),gg') where 13g(m) = ngmn~1 and m(g,h) = 
ng nh n~ E I1 ; a right Haa.r measure on N is given by the product 
of right Haar measures on 1'1 and G • 
Let a.g E Aut(M) be defined by o.g(m) = n-21 m n _1 , and set 
g g 
( ) -1 -1 E ( ) v g,h = n 1 n 1 n 1 1 I1; we also denote by v g,h the unitary g- h- h- g-
~11(v(g,h)) E 1n. Each automorphism a.g defines an automorphism, 
also denoted cx.g , of 1'f'l , which is implemented by the unitary ug , 
(ugs)(m) = o(g)-fs(a.~1 (m)), gEG, mEM, sEL2 (M), where o(g) is 
the module. of a.g. Under the canonical identifications of 
L2 (G;L2 (1'1)), L2 (1'1xG) and L2 (N), it is a routine .matter to 
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verify that the generators I' (>,.M(m)) , rr' (g) for mE M, g E G, of 
the regular extension of ~ by G 
above, correspond to ).. N (m) , m E G 
determined by the choice of a., v 
and A.N (n -21 ) , g E G , respect-
g 
ivelyo We leave the details to the reader. Q.E.D. 
Much of the value of crossed products stems from the Duality 
Theorem of [30], in case the group G is abelian. While it seems 
to be very difficult, and perhaps impossible, to phrase a duality 
theory for twisted crossed products or regular extensions by abelian 
groups, some aspects of the theory persist. For the balance of this 
section, the group G will be supposed to be abelian, with dual 
group G. 
Following (30], define for pEG a unitary \l(p) on L2 (G;h) 
by (\l(p)s)(g) = (g,p5s(g). Let {?l ,I,rr} be a regular extension 
of 1rl. by G , where '112.. acts on if o Evidently we have 
\l(p)I(x)\l(p)* = I(x) , xE 1rl 
\l(p)rr(g)\l(p)* = (g,p)rr(g) , g E G. 
A A 
Thus p ... a.p =Ad !J.(p) defines a continuous representation of G in 
Aut( n) , called the dual actiono 
Proposition 3.1.8. The fixed point algebra of a regular extension 
{ 11.. , I, rr} of 112. by an abelian group G under the dual action is 
precisely I(1n) • 
Protif o We may suppose that 111 is in standard form on 'H. , and that 
2 · .. 
I(x) , x E 1'fl , rr(g) , g E G are given on L (G;'}() by 
(I(x)s)(g) = a. _1 (x)s(g), (rr(h)s)(g) = v(g-1 ,h)s(h-1g). 
g 
From ( 14], we may choose uni taries Wg, g E G on '}( such that 
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Ad Wg = a. _1 on 1fl • Thus 
g 
Thus = c(g,h)v(g-1 ,h-1 }Wgh, where (g,h) ... c(g,h) E 
11 ( 7rJ. 1) is Borel. 
Define, for hE G, a unitary p(h) on L2 (G{)f) by 
(P(h)s)(g) = oG(h)-i~(Wgh)* c(h,g)*s(gh), 
where oG is the modular function of G. We claim that 
(p (g), g E G} commutes with 'il . First, compute 
(p(h)I(x)p(h)*s)(g) 
= Wg(Wgh)*c(h g)*a. (x)c(h g)(Wgh)(Wg)*s(g) 
, (gh)-1 ' 
= a. -'~ o a.-1 -'~ o a. -'~ (x) t;(g) 
g-' (gh)- 1 (gh)-' 
= a. -1 (x) s(g) 
g 
= (I(x) s)(g) ' for X E 1ll' s E L2 (G{J.O 0 
Secondly, we have for h,k E G, s E L2 (G;'}() 
( p(h)n(k) S) (g) = oG(h)-iwg(Wgh)* c(h,g)* v(h-1g-1 ,k) s(k-1gtV 
and 
(n(k)p(h)s)(g) = v(g-1 ,k)(p(h)s)(k-1g) 
On the other hand, using the relationship between Wg, c(g,h) , v(g,h) 
given above, and the fact that av = 1 , we see 
1 -1 -1 1 
v(g-,k)Wk g(wk gh)*c(h,k- g)* 
= v(g-1 ,k)(Wh)*c(h,k-1g)v(h-1 ,g-1k)c(h,k-1g)* 
- 2'1 -
= (Wh)*~ ~(v(g-1 ,k))v(h-1 ,g-1k) 
k-t 
= cwh)*v(h-1,g-1)v(h-1g-1,k) 
Furthermore 
wgcwgh) * c (h, g)* 
= (Wh)*c(h,g)v(h-1 ,g-1 )c(h,g)* 
= cwh)*v(h-1,g-1) 
Thus p(h)n(k) = n(k)p(h) for all h,k E G as required, and 
(p(h) ;hE G} := rn_' 0 It is clear that for y E 'Yfl', the operator 
2 . y = y ® 1 on L ( G;r() is also in 7l 1 ; thus 'lL ~ ( rn_'® 1) 1 = 
11},® 63CL2(G)). On :;he other hand, as {1-.l(p), pEG} generates the 
von Neumann algebra 1 ® L00(G) on L2 (G;1(), any fixed point in 
63(}() ® IBCL2(G)) of {&. :pEG) lies in 63cib ® L00(G). Thus, p . 
the fixed points in 17. lie in ('1tl.® <6CL2 (G)) n C~c?i)®L00(G)) = 
1JZ® L00( G) • 
It is thus sufficient to show '72 n (1't?_®L00(G)) = I('1f/). Let 
x lie in the indicated intersection, so that the action of x on 
2 .. 
s E L (GV10 may be represented by (xs)(g) = x(g)s(g) for some 
bounded Borel map x: G ... IJrl • On the other hand, x commutes with 
p (h), h E G , and 
(p(h)xs)(g) = oG(h)-twgcwgh)*c(h,g)*x(gh)s(gh) 
while 
Thus we require that for each h E G, Wg(~h)*x(gh) = x(g)Wg(Wgh)*, 
or a. _1 o a.h-21 _1 (x(gh)) = x(g) , for almost all g E G • Thus 
g g 
a.-21 (x(g)) is almost everywhere independent of g ; we write x 0 
g 
for this fixed value. It is clear that x and I(x0 ) represent 
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the same element of 'Yr/ ® L00( G) , so that x E I( -rrJ) Q The converse 
inclusion, I(1?[) c 'Yl_ n (~®L00(G)) is automatic. QoE.D. 
Remark.. It is virtually certain that the operators p (h) , hE G , 
and y = y ® 1 , y E 1'J1. , defined in the proof of 3.1 .8, generate 
the commutant of 1£ • The author however has not checked this in 
full detail. In § 5, we shall establish a kind of converse to 3.1 Q8. 
~2 OPerations on kernels. 
In 3.1.5 we have associated to each G-kernel [~,8} an 
element f{'nl,e} E H~(G;'U(j(-1JZ))). Here v:e seek to answer two 
natural questions which arize; which 3-cocycles arize in this 
manner ; and what are the operations on kernels corresponding to 
the natural group structure in H~ ? 
Finding the "inverse" of a kernel is the simplest of these 
questions and we adress this first. 
Let 1n be a von Neumann algebra, and ~0 the opposite algebra 
0 1rf has the same ring and involutive structure as 1T(, but the 
product is i(x)i(y) = i(yx) (where, for x E '71[, i(x) denotes the 
corresponding element of 17z0 ) • For ct E Aut( 1rl,) , set cx.O(i(x)) = 
i( o.(x)) ; it is readily checked that ex. .... a.O is an isomorphism (and 
homeomorphism) of Aut(~) 
Ad i(u)* for u E U ( 1'!Z) • 
with Aut(1Jf) , and that (Ad u) 0 = 
Thus if {~,9} is a G-kernel, and 
a. : G .... Aut ( 1'fZ) a Borel map with eo a. = 9 , then we may define a 
new G-kernel { 11[0,8°} by 9~ = e:(a.~); trivially, 8° depends only 
on 9. Note also that if cx.go~ = Adv(g,h) •cx.gh, then cx.~o~ = 
Adv0 (g,h) oo,~h, where v 0 (g,h) = i(v(g,h)*) E 'U. (PJ12°). Finally, 
if cx.g( v(h ,k) )v(g ,hk) = f(g ,h,k)v(g ,h)v(gh,k) , then 
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a.O(v0 (g,k) )v0 (g,hk) = I(f(g,h,k)* )v0 (g,h)v0 (gh,k) o However, the g ' 
map i : } ( ?r[) ~ 'J ( 1rt) is an isomorphism which intertwines the 
natural actions 9 , 9 ° of G on ) ( 'TYl) , J ('ill 0 ) respectively o 
Thus we have shown 
Proposition 3o2.1e Let {~,9} be a G-kernel, and [~0 ,9°] the 
opposite kernel as aboveo Then in 
H~(G; U ( ~ (1JZ))) • 
The product structure among kernels is somewhat more complex, 
and seems to depend on the following ideao Essentially, we need to 
be able to form the"tensor product of von Neumann algebras over their 
:common centre" o Speqifically, let "h], , '7"fl be von Neumann algebras 
with centres 3-· ,. J , and let 
rEB Let 1lz = J 1?z ( y )d~-t( y) and 
r 
~ : J ~ 3-- be a fixed isomorphism. 
'"?= L?ffzCY)d~-t(Y) be the central de-
r 
compositions of 1"l, and 'nz , where .the index spaces for the decompo-
sitions are identified by means of the isomorphism ~ o 
Definition ,2..2.2. 111. ®~ 1ft is the von Neumann algebra whose central 
decomposition is j 1r[(Y) ® fjz(y)d~-t(Y) o 
r 
The dependence of 11z ®~ 1rt on t is strong; if y is two dimensional 
and '"2 = 11z1 EB m.2 , till= ~1 ® 1}J.2 , then ?7z ®~ 1?z can be either of 
1171 ® ~1 ® 1r/2 ® 1tz2 or 11?1 ® '7'!l2 EB 7112 ® ffl1 , and these may well be 
non-isomorphico 
Let {?lz , 9 J , £1iz , S] be G-kernels, and choose Borel maps 
a. (resp 0.) : G .... Aut( •?1'l) (resp Aut(~)), v (resp v) : G x G .... 1f ( 17?) 
(resp ,z,( ( 4r;)) with 
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~g(v(h,k))v(g,hk) = f(g,h,k)v(g,h)v(gh,k) 
agcvCh,k))v(g,hk) = r(g,h,k)v(g,h)v(gh,k), 
-
g,h,kEGo 
In order to consider the product f f we must assume there is an 
isomorphism ~ : $ ( -11() .... J (iii?_) with ego~ = ~ o 8 g , g E G ; we shall 
consider ~ (l'ftl) and 3 (~_) to be identified by means of ~ o We 
choose once and for allpo±nv realizatiou (g,~) .... gy for the action 
of G on L00( I', 1-L) .:::. r ( '"2) .::. "f ( /f1Z) corresponding to 8 and 8 • 
If G is discrete, we may, by 2.2.2, assume that there are fields 
of isomorphisms )t(g,y) (resp x(g,y)): 1f1(y) .... 17Z(gy) (resp fftCv) 
.... n (gy)) with )t(g y)(x(y)) = (a. (x))(gy) (resp )t(g y)(x(y)) = 
' ~ g ~ ' (~g(x))(gy)), where ?)l = J,... 7l1(y)d!-L(Y) (Q'l't = j-r-"n.l (y)d!-L(Y) resp) 
r r 
is the central decomposition and X - x(y) (resp X - x(y) ). 
Proposition 3. 2. 3. With notation as above, let 1[ = IJi2 ®~ 7Yl , and 
define automorphisms S g , g E G on 1l_ by 
(Sg(y))(gy) = ()t(g,y) ®x(g,y))(y(y)), yE 1'{, y-y(y). 
Then (i) SgShS~~ E Int(1[) 
(ii) if ~g = e:(~g), then f{?t ,~} = f{11'[, 8} f{~,e}. 
Proof. The fact that the Sg are indeed automorphisms of 
follows trivially from the properties of the isomorphisms )t(g,y), 
)t(g,y). For (i), we compute, for y ~ y(y) 
(SgSh~~~(g))(y) = (\J(g,h,y) ® v(g,h,y))(y(y))' 
where 
\)(g,h,y) = 
- 25 ,_. 
and similarly for \) . Since a.g o ~ Q a.~~ =Ad v(g,h) we see 
~ ao e., where v(g ,h) = L v y (g ,h)d~( Y) is 
r 
the central decomposition .. A similar statement holds for v( ) g,h,Y ' 
,_'1 
so that 13 13h~gh = Ad u(g,h) , where u(g,h) E 1l has central de-
g rEB 
composition u(g,h) = jrvY(g,h) ® vy(g,h)d~(y). 
Finally, since both f(g,h,k) and f(g,h,k) become diagonal 
operators in the central decompositions of /fY{ and 1rl., , we see 
~g(u(h,k))u(g,hk) = f(g,h,k)f(g,h7k)u(g,h)u(gh,k) 
for g,h,k E G, and (ii) is established. Q .. E.D .. 
In order to see that all ~,_cocycles arize as obstructions 
it seems to be necessary to restrict attention to countable groups 
G. The construction below is somewhat related to that of 2. 1.4. 
Proposition 3.2.4.. Let G be a countable group with order I 2, 
9 a homomorphism of G into Aut (a) , where (i is an abelian 
'""' 3 
von Neumann algebra, and f E H9 ( G; 'ti ( (i)) • Then there is a G-
,.., 
kernel [ 11L , e J with f [ ?7f , e J = f .. 
,.., 
Proof. Let f E f be a normalized 3-cocycle, so that 
eg(f(h,k,l))f(g,hk,l)f(g,h,k) = f(gh,k,l)f(g,h,kl) 
We shall construct a full rr1 ,_factor t? , automorphisms a.g, g E G 
of -?'n = 8. ® fP with a. = 9 ® t on d ® 1 , and unitaries 
• 'L. g g 
v(g,h) E 1t[. with a.goCl._n = Adv(g,h)oa.gh and a.g(v(h,k))v(g,hk) = 
f(g,h,k)v(g,h)v(gh,k) for g,h,k E G. 
Choose once and for all a point realization (g,y)EGxr .... gyEr 
of the given action 8 of G on fi . Let ~ G denote the free 
group on the generators [[g,h], g I e I h in G J (each [g,h] is a 
single symbol, not a commutator), and let @ denote the von Neumann 
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algebra. generated by the left regular representation A. of ~ G • 
Since each of central unitaries f(g,h,k) may be represented by a 
Borel function y E r .... fy(g,h,k) with lfy(g,h,k) I = '1 , we may 
for each y E r define automorphisms ~~ of ~ by 
S~(A.([h,k]) = fy(g,h,k)A.([h,k]), g,h,k E G 
(see [23]) .. 
We view Cl ® ~ as the direct integral of the constant field 
y .... f>(y) = @ , y E r, of von Neumann algebras; with 13 = g 
~S~d~( y) , Sg E Aut( Ci ® IP) and we have Sg(a ® '1) ~ a® '1 , and 
13 ( '1 ® A.[h,k]) = f(g ,h,k) ® A.[h,k] • From the arguments of [2'1; page g 
'130] the maps [h,k] ~ [g,h][gh,k][g,hk]-'1 from the generators of 
~ G into ~ G extend to automorphisms of ~ G • By familiar arguments, 
there are thus automorphisms og, gEG of <P with og(A.([h,k])) = 
A.([g,h][gh,k][g,hk]-1 ) .. 
We may now define the desired automorphisms of a_ ® (? by 
a.g = ( 1. ® o g) o 13 go ( 9 g ® 1. ) • Clearly c:x.g (a ® 1 ) = 9 g (a) ® '1 
for a E (i , while, writing v(h,k) = 1 ® A.([h,k]) 1 we have 
cx.g( v(h,k)) = (f(g ,h,k) ® '1 )v(g ,h)v(gh,k)v(g ,hk) * 
Also cx.goo:.h(a® '1) = cx.gh(a® 1) for a E (i ; on the other hand an 
easy computation using the cocycle identity for f (c.fo [21]) 
shows that for g,h,k,l E G, o:.go~(v(k,l)) = v(g,h)ctgll~v(k,l))v(g,h)* 
so that = Ad v(g,h)oa.gh as required. Q.E.D. 
Remarks (i) In case G = ZZP , the p-element cyclic group, and d = tU , 
Connes [5] has constructed automorphisms of the hyper-finite 'n1-
factor with specified arbitrary obstruction. It is not clear to 
what extent this construction may be generalized. 
(ii) Phe above proposition remains true in the exceptional case 
G = zz2 • However it has somewhat limited interest as if zz2 acts 
freely on the abelian von Neumann algebra d, H3(G; 11. (Ct)) = (0} • 
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§ 4 Split kernels and their extensions 
~ Splitting criteria 
Definition 4.1.1. A G-kernel [1n,9) is said to be split in case 
there is a Borel homomorphism g.: G - Aut(?1z) with eoa. = e • Such 
a map ~ will be termed a splitting map for e or (~,e}. 
It is clear that the 3-cocycle associated to a split G-kernel 
is trivial; we shall establish a partial converse to this. 
The type I case is easily disposed of by 
Remark :t.:.:l£. If 17/ is of type I it is of the form L: a:> (3. n ® J n 
where a_ n is abelian, and VJ n is the type In-factor; thus it 
suf'fices to consider the case rr) = (in® 1 n • But then if a E 
Aut('7fl) and S is the .restriction of a to e_n ® 1 , then Adu o a 
= !3 for some u E U ('ff/) • Thus if g - ag E Aut(1YJ) is a Borel 
map with g ..... sg a homomorphism ( sg is the restriction of ag to 
an® 1 ) , then Ad ug o a.g = Sg for some map g ..... ug E 1) (7fl) which 
we easily see may be chosen to be Borel. Thus eoa = e is split. 
Theorem 4.1.3. Let (~,e} be a G-kernel with trivial obstruction. 
Then if either m is properly infinite, or 1i'J is a finite ll1-al-
gebra and G is finite, [?n ,e} is split. 
Proof. Let [~,9} have trivial obstruction. By virtue of 3.1.5 
(ill.) we may choose Borel maps ~: G ..... Aut( 'Yfl) , u : G x G ..... U ( 1Y[) 
satisfying a) 
b) 
c) 
eo~ = e 
a. g o '\_ = Ad u ( g , h) o a. gh ; g , h E G 
~g(u(h,k) )u(g,hk) = u(g,h)u(gh,k) ; g,h,k E G. 
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These maps will be fixed throughout the remainder of the proof6 
We consider each case separately6 
Case 1 : ~ properly infinite. 
Let rtJ~) denote the ~factor., From the proof of Lemma4.,? 
of [ :?Q] , we see we may choose an isomorphism cr : 'n1 ._. 'f11 ® ItJ 4J) , 
and unitaries wg , g E G in 1'Y/ ® !-hl(V) A -1 101 with d w o cr o a. o cr = a. 'CI 1. g g g 
(The only point in the proof of Takesaki's Lemma 4.7 where it is 
necessary to assume g ._. ~g is a representation is in proving 
wgyg(wh) = wgh where yg = cro~gocr-1 .) By construction, g -t wg 
is Borel. 
By 2.,1. 3 , there is a Borel map g E G ... v(g) E 11 (lfrl ® J:b(C)) 
with u(g,h)®1 = (~g®t)(v(h))v(g)v(gh)*; g,h E G. Now 
Ad v( g)* o ( a.g ® 1. ) o Ad v(h) * o ( ~ ® 1. ) 
= Ad v(g)*(a.g® t )(v(h)*) o (a.gott.b_ ® 1.) 
= Adv(g)*(a.g®t)(v(h)*)(u(g,h)®1) o (a.gh®t) 
= Ad v(gh)* o (a.gh ® 1.) • 
Thus g ... Ad v(g)* o (a.g® 1.) is a (Borel) representation of G in 
Aut ( '"! ® ItJ ~) ) . However 
Adv(g)*•(a. ®t) = Adv(g)*w 0 (j 0 Q. ocr-1 g g g 
= cr o (Ad cr - 1 ( v (g)* w ) o a. ) o cr - 1 g g 
so that g ... Ad cr-1 (v(g)*w )on = f)g is a representation of g g G in 
Aut(17Z). Since € 0 S = € 0 0. = 9 , S is a splitting map for e • 
Case 2: 1Y[ a :rr:1-algebra, and G finite of order n. 
Let {e .. ; i, j =1, .... ,n} be a system of n x n matrix units in l..J . 
'1'Y!_, and 'rf =17'/ (1 {eij; i,j =1,2, .... ,n}'. Thus IJ'J( is isomorphic 
with fYI ®M (C), and {e .. } correspond to the canonical matrix 
't n l..J 
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units (fij; i,j =1, ••• ,n} in the full nxn matrix algebra Mn(e). 
We regard a.g , g E G as automorphisms on 'r[ ® Mn ((C) • Note that for 
each i , the projections f. . and o. (f .. ) have the same centre-
~,~ g ~~ 
1 
valued trace n, and hence are equivalent. We may ~hus find unit-
with Ad w o o. ( f . . ) = f . . g g ~J ~J for all 
g, and Thus we may write Ad w o o. g g 
some automorphisms ~g of lfl . 
= ~® t for 
Note that (~g®t) o (~h®t) = 
wgag(wh)u(g,h)w~h = u 1 (g,h) ® 1 
Ad wgo.g(wh)u(g,h)w~" (~gh®t) ; thus 
for some un:Ltaries u1 (g,h) E ?'t.· 
A direct computation shows that 
for all g,h,k E G. 
13 g(u1 (h,k) )u1 (g,hk) = u 1(g,h)utgh,k) 
Using 2.1.3 aga~n, we find a (Borel) family g- v(g) of 
unitaries in 1l ® Mn((C) with u 1 (g,h)®1 = (~g®t)(v(h))v(g)v(gh)* 
for g,h E G. Thus wgag(wn)u(g,h)w~ = wgo.g(v(h) )wgv(g)v(gh)* 
and so u(g,h) = ag(d(h))d(g)d(gh)* where d(g) = wgv(g). 
Now Ad d (g) * " a. o Ad d (h) * o o. g n 
= Ad d (g) * o. ( d (h) * ) • a " o. g g n 
=Ad d(g)*ag(d(h)*)u(g,h) o o.gh 
=Ad d(gh)* o agh, 
so that g - Ad d(g)* " ag is a splitting map for e .. Q .. E .. D. 
Remark: The situation with ~ a rr1-algebra (even the hyperfinite 
factor) and G infinite seems to be unknown, except in trivial 
cases (e.g. G = ZZ) • Of partivular interest is the case G = 'll2 
where the question becomes: if a and 13 commute modulo Int(~) , 
are there unitaries u, v E 11/ with Ad u o a and Ad v o ~ commuting? 
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~ Comparison of splitting maps 
Let £-nz,el be a split G-kernel, and a.,~: G ..... Aut(?1'2) be 
two splitting homomorphisms. Since eo a. = eo 13 = 9 , there is a 
Borel map g E G ..... ug E 1J_ ( l'fY/) with a.g = Ad ug o ~ g • Since both a. 
and ~ are homomorphisms, we see, comparing a.g o '1! with a.gh , that 
Ad ug ~g(uh) = Ad ugh for all g,h E G. We set w(g,h) = 
ug~g(uh)u~; evidently (g,h) ..... w(g,h) is Borel, and w(g,h) E 
1.l( 'J(""Z)) o (In fact w = oa.u in the notations of 2.1 .. 2, oa. 
signifying the boundary with respect to a. • ) 
Proposition 4. 2 .. 1 • Let { 1rf, 9} , Ct , ~ and w be as above. Then 
i) w E Z~(G;'U ('$. (-nt))), and the class of w in 
~(G;'U(J (-?n))) depends only on g,, ~ .. (We denote this class 
by w (a. ' ~ ) • ) 
ii) If y: G ..... Aut(1'JZ) is a third splitting map for (11?,8}, 
w(a.,~)w(~,y) = w(a.,y) 
iii) w(a.,~) is trivial if and only if a. and 13 are exteriorly 
equivalent (see [3; Section 2.2]. 
Proof. (i) Let w(g,h) = ug~g(uh)u~ as above. Then 
~g(w(h,k))w(g,hk) 
= ~g(uhl3h(uk)uhk)ug~g(uhk)u~ 
= ug~g(uh)~gh(uk)ugbk 
= ug~g(uh)u~ugh~gh(uk)ughk 
= w(g,h)w(gh,k) , for all g,h,k E G. 
Thus w E z~ ( G; 11. ( 1 ( '1r/))) • 
If g ..... u' g is another Borel map with a.g = Ad ugoi3g, then, 
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with bg = (u~)*ug = ug(ug)* E U..(J ('7Yt)), we see 
ug~g(uh)ugh = bgugSg(bhuh)bgh(u~)* 
= (ob)(g,h)ugSg(uh)(u~)* 
so that the 2-cocycles derived from g ~ ug and g - ug are 
cohomologous as required. 
(ii) If a.g = Adug!Jag and 13g = Advgoyg, then a.g = 
Ad ug v g cay g , and 
ugvgyg(uhvh)v~u~ 
= ugag(uh)l3g(vh)vgv~u~ 
= ugSg(uh)vgyg(vh)v~u~ 
= w(g,h)v(g,h) 
(i:ii) is trivial and left to the reader. 
It follows from 4.2.1 OiL) that if 1i1f.. is a factor and 
~(G; T) = (0) (e.g. G = lR - see [16]), then representations a., 13 
of G in Aut(~) are exteriorly equivalent if and only if e•a. = 
eoS (c.f [3]). We now investigate which elements of H2 are of 
the form w(a., S) • 
Theorem 4.202. Let {'trl, 8 J be a G-kernel, with splitting map a. o 
llien if either 1J1 is properly infinite, or 1Y/ is a n1-algebra and 
G is finite, every element of H~(G;tU(}C~») is of the form 
~a,l3) for some splitting map 13. 
Proof. Let w E Za(G; U (j (1'Jl)) be arbitrary. In either case, it 
is sufficient to show there is a Borel map g - ug E11 (1Jt) with 
S = Ad u * o a. we see g g g 
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~go13h = Adu~etg(ub_)oa.gh 
= Ad u~hw(g ,h)* o a.gh 
Thus 13 is a splitting map for e , and by construction w = w(a.,s)• 
As in the proof of 4.1. 3 , we argue the two situations separately .. 
Case 1 : 1r[ properly infinite. 
Let Ito( C) denote the Ioo-factor_. From the proof of Lemma 4 .. 7 
-· 
of [31] (see also proof of 4.1 .. 3) we may choose an isomorphism cr: 
'lr} .... 1YZ ® Ito( C) and a Bo:.~el map g .... w g E 1A- ( ~ ® I'b( ~) ) with 
a. ® t = Ad w ocroa. ocr-1 and w y (w ) w where g g g g g h = gh' y g = croa.g ocr-1 • 
By construction, cr(a) = a® 1 for a €~(1J'l) .. 
From 2. 1. 3 , there is a Borel map g .... v(g) E 11 (11[ ® f-b(t)) 
with w(g,h)®1 = (a.g®t)(v(h))v(g)v(gh)*; g,h E G. 
Thus w(g,h)*®1 = v(g)*(a.g®t)(v(h)*)v(gh) 
Now 
So with 
w(g,h)* 
u = d(g)* g 
= v(g)*wgyg(v(h)*)w~v(gh) 
= v(g)*wgyg(v(h)*wh)w~hv(gh) 
= c(g)y g(c(h) )c(gh)* where c(g) = v(g)*wg. 
= cr-1 (w(g ,h)*® t) 
= cr-1 (c(g)croa. ocr-1 (c(h))c(gh)*)) g 
= d(g)a.g(d(h))d(gh)* where d(g) = cr-1 (c(g)). 
we obtain 
Case 2: 1rl, a n 1 -algebra, G has order n. 
We adopt the notation of the proof of 4 .. 2.3, Case 2~ Thus there 
are unitaries w E 11 ® M (~) g " n 
with Ad w o a. = !3g® 1. , where g g 
and automorphisms Sg , g E G of IJ'{ 
1r} is identified with Ill ®Mn(IC). 
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·,; 
There seems to be no easy guarantee that g .... " g 
is a representation; however, as computed in 4.1.3, the obstruction 
associated to g .... e(~g) is trivial. Thus, from the conclusion of 
4.1. 3 ' we may choose unitaries w' g E '»1., with g .... Ad w' o f3 g g a re-
presentation of G. By changing wg above to (w' ® 1 )w , g g we may 
assume that g .... ~g is a representation of G in Aut( 1'fl) • 
Since w(g,h) E 1 ( 1f1) , we may write w(g,h) = \J(g,h) ® 1 , 
with \J(g ,h) E J- ( 12 ) ; clearly (g ,h) ... \J(g ,h) is a 13-2-cocycle. 
Since both and g .... 13 g are representations, we see that 
wga.g(wh)w~ is central ; we write wga.g(wh)w~ = ll(g,h) ® 1 with 
ll(g ,h) E 'U Cj ( lfl ) ) • It is readily checked that (g ,h) ... 1-1Cg ,h) 
is also a 13-2-cocycle'. Thus from 2.1.3, there are unitaries 
b (g) E lf1 ® Mn ( V) with 
Thus 
and 
\J(g,h)ll(g,h) ® 1 = (13g®t )(b(h) )b(g)b(gh)* 
= wga.g(b(h))wgb(g)b(gh)* 
w(g,h) = ag( u(h) )u(g)u(gh) * , g,h E G 
where u(g) = wgb(g) • Thus w has the required form. Q.E.D. 
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4.3 Regularization of Extensions 
Let (~,9} be a split G-kernel, and ~ a fixed splitting 
map; let ( I'Jl, I, TT} be an extension of '1i(, by G realizing e • 
Define automorphisms ~g, gE G of '1fl, and unitaries v(g,h) E ?J}, 
g,h E G by 
I( ~g(x)) = rr(g)I(x)rr(g) * ; x E 11{ , g E G ; 
rr(g)rr(h) = I(v(g,h) )n(gh) ; g,h E G. 
Clearly g ~ ~g and (g,h) ~ v(g,h) are Borel maps. Since eo~ 
=eo~= 9, there is a Borel map gEG ~ ugE'U.(~) with Adugo~g 
= ~ • Thus g 
I(ug)rr(g)I(uh)rr(h) = I(ug~g(uh)v(g,h))rr(gh) 
= I(ug~g(uh)v(g,h)u~h)I(ugh)rr(gh) • 
Also, with rr1(g) = I(ug)rr(g) we see 
rr1(g)I(x)rr1(g)* = I(ug~g(x)u~) 
= I( ~g(x)) , x E 7Yl • 
Since ~go~ = a.gh, we see w(g,h) = ug~g(uh)v(g,h)u~h is central 
in ~ • Also, we may compute 
I(~g(w(h,k))w(g,hk)) 
= rr1(g)rr1(h)rr1(k)rr1(hk)*n1(g)*rr1(g)rr1(hk)rr1(ghk)* 
= rr1(g)rr1 (h)rr1(k)rr1(ghk)* 
= rr1(g)rr1(h)rr1 (gh)*rr1(gh)rr1 (k)rr1(ghk)* 
= I(w(g,h)w(gh,k)) for g,h,k E G. 
Thus w E Z~(G; 1.J. CS. (t?'fZ))). If we consider a. and £12 ,I,rr} as 
given data, the only indeterminacy in constructing w is in the 
choice of unitaries ug with Adu oQ =a. g ~-'g g .. 
is another Borel map with Ad ug o ~ g = a.g , the 
However if g ~ ug 
2-cocycle w'(g,h) 
= ug~g(uh)v(g,h)ugh is cohomologous to w ; clearly also any 
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2-cocycle cohomologous to w arizes in this way. Finally, it is 
trivial to check that we may choose n1 to have the properties 
n1 (g) E I('"? )n(g) , rr1 (g)I(x)n1 (g)* = I( a.g(x)) and n1 (g)n1 (h) = 
n1 (gh) for g ,h E G ' X e 1rl ' if and only if the 2-cocycle w 
associated to (1l,I,n} and a. is (cohomologically) trivial. We 
record this as 
Proposition 4.3.1.. Let {~,8} be a split G-kernel and a. a fixed 
splitting map. Let {'!Z ,I,rr} be an extension of '712 by G realiz-
i:c.g 8 • Then there is a 2-cocycle w E Z~(G; 1! CJ ( 'Jil))) and an 
extension { 1t , I, rr1J of 1rt by G realizing 8 with 
( i ) Ad TT 1 (g) ( I ( x) ) = I (a g ( x) ) ; g E G , x E '71'L 
(ii) n1 (g)n1 (h) = I(w(g ,h) )n1 (gh) ; g ,hE G. 
(iii) n 1 (g) E I(-11zJn(g) • 
The cohomology class of w is uniquely determined by a and 
{ 12., I, n} , and is trivial if and only if n1 may be chosen to be a 
representation. 
An extension (1jl,I,n} satisfying (i), (ii) and (Di) of 4.3.1 
will be said to have been regularized, or normalized. Although4.3.1 
is to be expected, it is unsatisfactory in macy respects. First, 
trivial examples show that the class of w does not determine ~ • 
If we denote the unique cohomology class in H~(G; U (J. ( 1tz))) deter-
mined by 4 .. 3 .. 1 by w( 1],, I, n, a) , it seems quite likely that there 
are ext ens ions { '1l, I, n 1 } and { 12 , I, n 2 } of "»2 by G realizing 
a fixed homomorphism 8 : G ... Out( 1rJ) , but w( '7Z ,I, n1 , a.) I= 
w( 1z, I, n2 , a.) • This of course will not happen if I(1Y/.)' n l'f/ S!C1rt), 
for then n2 (g) E I(11Z )n1 (g) , g E G. The above relative commutant 
condition is known to hold (e.g.) if ~ is abelian, G is countable 
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and acts freely, and /f[ is the twisted crossed product o (See [ 3'2], 
and (31] for an extensive discussion of this condition.) The problem 
of whether or not w(1{,I1,n1 ,a.) = w("Z ,r2 ,n2 ,a,) in case 17Z is abel-
ian, G is countable and acts freely, and 12 is a cwisted crossed 
product is directly related to the uniqueness or otherwise of regular 
maximal abelian subalgebras of 17_ • 
It is, however, easy to describe the dependence of w(72 ,I,n,a.) 
on a.. 
Proposition 4.3.2. Let {~,8} be a split G-kernel, let a.,~ be 
'· 
two splitting maps, and let (1Z ,I,n} be an extension of ~- by G 
realizing 8. Then w(1'[ ,I,n,~) = w(~,a.)w(12 ,I,n,a.), where w(S,a.) 
is as in 4.2.1. 
Proof. Choose Borel maps n a.' n ~ : G .... 11. ( rz. ) satisfying the con-
clusions of 4.3.1 for a. and 13 respectively. Write na.(g)na.(h) 
= I(wa.(g,h))na.(gh) and n 13 (g)n 13 (h) = I(w 13 (g,h))n13 (gh) for g,h E G. 
Since both na.(g) and n 13 (g) are in I(1!J)n(g), there is a Borel 
map g .... ug E 1J. (/fl'J) with na.(g) = I(ug)n 13 (g) , g E G. Thus a.g = 
Adugosg. Also 
n 13 (g)n 13 (h) = I(u~)na.(g)I(uh)na.(h) 
= I(u~a.g(uh)wa.(g,h)ugh)n 13 (gh) 
so that 
However the classes of wa., w13 and (g,h) .... u~a.g(uh)ugh in 
~(G; U ($- (~))) are, respectively, w(1? ,I,n,a.), w(1(_ ,I,n,l3) and 
wc~,a.)' as required. 
We now obtain 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let {1J7,8] be a G-kernel with trivial obstruction, 
( 1[ ,I,n} an extension of ""! by G realizing 8. Suppose further 
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')11 is either properly infinite, or 'YV{ is a rr1-algebra, and G 
is finite, then there is an extension {If/ ,I, n1 J of m by G 
realizing 9 with 
a) n1 (g)n1 (h) = n1 (gh) ; g,h E G. 
b) n 1 (g) E I(1tprr(g) ~ g E G • 
Proof. From 4.1 .. 3, [~,9} is split; wa let a be an arbitrary 
w = w(1J. ,I,n,a.) .. 
~ .for {1J2,9} .. 
From 4.2.2, w = w(a.,~) for 
From 4.3.2 w(~,I,n,~) = 
splitting map, and 
some splitting map 
-1 
w(l3,a.) w = w * w is trivial. The desired map n1 may now be found 
by virtue of 4.3.1 .. Q.E.D .. 
The above result should be regarded as a complement of [27 ; 
Theorem 5.1]. 
The extension theory of properly infinite von Neumann algebras, 
or of rr1-algebras by finite groups, is thus particularly simple 
from an algebraic point of view, even though one is obliged to deal 
with (possibility) of a multiplicity of liftings for a given kernel. 
Our results also have significance for injective von Neumann algebras 
((7]) and for the representation theory of certain locally compact 
groups, as will be seen in § 6 • 
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§ 5 Isomorphism criteria for extensions 
Here, we seek criteria on an extension { 12, I, TT} of '1J? by G 
in order that it be equivalent (in a sense made precise below) to a 
twisted crossed product extension. 
~ Algebraic criteria 
There are several notions of equivalence for extensions of 
by G which are amenable to interpretation in our context. 
Definj. tion 5.1. 1. Extensions ( 1Z 1 , I 1 , TT 1 } and ( 122 , I 2 , rr2 J of 11} 
by G are 'q - G equivalent if there is a normal isomorphism 
X. = 11 ... "12 with 
a) x. ( I 1 ( ?r{)} = I 2 ( 1YJ) 
b) x.(rr1 (g)) E I 2 (1fZ)rr2(g), g EG. 
If x. may be chosen so that x.(I1 (x)) = I 2 (x) , x E 1lJ we say the 
extensions are strongly /frj- G- equivalent; if, in addition x.(rr1 (g)) 
= rr2 (g) we say ( 'Jl 1 , I 1 , rr1 J and { 12 2 , I 2 , rr2 J are isomorphic as 
extensions. 
It should be noted that the modifications of extensions carried 
out in 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 have taken place within a single strong 
equivalence class. 
Proposition 5.1.2. Let 
by G, and write 
{ ~.,I., TT.} , j = 1, 2 be extensions of ;yn 
"'J J J . 't 
Ad TT j (g) (I j ( x) ) = I j ( a.~ ( x) ) ; j = 1 , 2 , g E G. , x E 1rJ ; 
and rr.(g)rr.(h) = I.(v.(g,h))rr.(g,h); j = 1,2, g,hEG. 
J J J J J 
Then, if [17 1 ,r1 ,rr1 J and ('722 ,I2 ,rr2 J are 'l?z-G-equivalent 
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(resp .. strongly "71[ - G -equivalent), there exists a E Aut('7JZ) 
(resp. a = t ) and a Borel map g E G ... ug E U ( 1rJ) with 
and 
v2 (g,h) = a.~(uh_)u~a(w.1 (g,h))ugh; g,h E G ; 
a.2 
g = Ad u * o a o a. 
1 o a - 1 • g E G • g g ' 
The converse holds if the extensions [ "'lj, Ij ~ n j} , j = 1, 2 are 
regular in the sense of 3.1 .. 
Proof. Suppose the extensions are (strongly) equivalent, and choose 
a:r1 isomorphism x.: 1'/ 1 ... tfl 2 with x.(I1 (trf7)) = I 2 ('"1), x.(n1 (g)) 
Define a and g ... u by g 
x.(I1 (x)) = r2(a(x)) , xE 117 
and x.(n1 (g)) = r2 (ug)n2(g), g E G " 
Note that in the case of strong equivalence, we may choose a = t • 
The indicated relations follow trivially by applying x. to the equ-
at ions 
n1 (g)n1 (h) = I 1 (v1 (g,h))rr1 (gh); g,h E G; 
and n1 (g)I1 (x)n1 (g)* = 11 ( a.~(x)) ; x E lfY{, g E G; 
and using the definitions of v 2 (g,h) , a and ug. 
Conversely, suppose the extensions ( IY7., I., n . } , j = 1, 2 are 
, { J J J 
regular and a.~, vj(g,h), a, ug satisfy the relations above. 
We may assume that IJY] acts on 'H , that 11.j , j = 1, 2 act on 
L2 (G; ?I) and I. , n. are given by 
J J 
for 
(Ij(x)s)(g) = a.j_1 (x)s(g), xE 1Y/; 
g 
(nj(h)s)(g) = vj(g-1 ,h)s(g), hE G; 
2 j = 1,2 and s E L (G; 'H) • We may further assume that 
of the form Ad U for some unitary U on 1:J • 
a is 
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Define a unitary V on L2 (G; "H) by (Vs)(g) = u*_1Us(g). 
g 
We compute 
and 
(VI1 (x)V* s) (g) = u * -1 u (l 1_1 (X) U* u -1 s (g) 
g g g 
= Ad u * -1 o a o Cl1-1 o a -1 (a (X) ) S (g) 
g g 
= ct2_1 (o(x))s(g) 
g 
= ( 12 (a (X) ) S) (g) ; x E ?rf , S E L 2 ( G; 1-1 ) , 
(Vn1 (h)V*S)(g) = u* _1 uv1 (g-1 ,h) U* u _1hs(h-1g) 
g g 
= u* ;cr(v1(g-1 ,h)) u 1 s(h-1g) 
g- I g- h 
= ct2 -1 (uh) v2(g -1 ,h) s(h -1g) 
g 
= a2_1 (uh)(rr2 (h)s)(g) 
g 
= ( I 2 (uh)n2 (h) s) (g) • 
In particular, 1J1{ - G- equivalence of the extensions 
Q.E.D. 
[ I'J'Zj, I j, rr j} j = 1 , 2 implies conjugacy of the corresponding homo-
morphisms ej : G - Out( 111) • Also, if g E G - agE Aut( 1tz) is a 
fixed representation of G as automorphisms, w E Z~( G; 1i ( )- ( wz))) 
and a E Aut(~) commutes with [a.g,gEG}, then 6((11z,G,a,w) and 
cRC'n£,G,a,crw) (twisted crossed products) are 1r}_- G- equivalent and 
so certainly isomorphic. So in general (if ~(G; W) ~ {0} we may 
have ~ ( 'n2, G, a, w) isomorphic with 6( ( 1?J, G, ct, v) but w not coho-
mologous with v • 
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~ Plancherel Pairs 
Throughout, {~,8} will denote a fixed split G-kernel, and 
a a fixed aplitting map; since a is Borel and G and Aut(1.7) 
both Polish, a is in fact continuous (see (2])c According to 
4. 3.1 , each extension of 1"YL by G realizing e has a normalized 
form {1z,I,rr) i.e. 
Ad TT (g) (I ( x) ) = I ( ag ( x) ) ; x E rrr[ , g E G , 
rr(g) rr(h) = I(w(g,h)) rr(gh) ; g,h E G , 
for some w E Z~ ( G; ~ (')- ( IJtl))) • (For convenience we say { 17.. , I, rr} 
induces a. and w ) 0 Thus { n 'I' TT) enjoys the same algebraic 
properties as the twisted crossed product extension {6{(17J,G,a.,w),Ia.,A~ 
(example 3.1.3 and (2?]). We shall develop necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a normalized extension inducing a and w to be iso-
morphic with a twisted crossed product extension. 
In the following discussion, when we refer to a weight on a von 
Neumann algebra, we mean a faithful,normal, semifinite weight; we 
omit the qualifications. We refer to [29] for the theory of weights 
and left Hilbert algebras. 
Let { ?Z , I, rr) be an arbitrary extension of 1'rL by G ; for 
x E J((G; rtz.) , the space of norm-bounded Borel maps x: g E G -+ x(g) 
E 1!z with {g: x(g) I 0] precompact, define an operator x E 'l2 by 
x = J rr(g)I(x(g))dg (this exists as a weak integral). 
G 
Definition 5.2.1. In the above situation, a pair {~,~} of weights 
is a Plancherel pair for {~,1?,I,rr) if 
(i) ~ is a weight on ~ , ~ a weight on 11 
"' 
(ii) ,:8 = {y E trz: y = x for some x E "J((G;17J) and 
~(y*y + yy*) <co} 
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is dense, with respect to the #-norm, in the full left 
Hilbert algebra '1/C. ""' determined by ~ 
(i:i:i) for x E 'J((G;?rl) with x E J3 
CI)Cx*x) = J ~(x(g)*x(g) )dg .. 
G 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let { 11z_, e}, a., be as above, and w E Z~( G; 'U (;I- (112 ))) • 
(i) {"J1,I,n} is ~- G- equivalent with { 6{('nz,G,a.,w),Ia.,>..w} 
if and only if {~,n,I,n} admits a Plan~herel pair of weights, 
(ii) if {1Z.,I,n} is normalized, induces a. and w, and 
admits a Plancherel pair of weights, the extensions (n,I,n} and 
(0{(1>2,G,a.,w), I':X.,>..W} are isomorphic (as extensions). 
Proof. (i) Let x. :·rt_ ... @(?'J?,G,a.,w) be an isomorphism implementing 
the ?r[-G-equivalence of (1?,I,n} and ((}((1Ji,G,a.,w), Ia.,>..w}. 
We may thus suppose ~ = 0{(1J2,G,a.,w), I(x) = Ia.(cr(x)), xE 11'/ and 
n(g) = ). w(g)Icx.(ug) , g E G, for some a E Aut(11z) and Borel map 
g ... ug E V.. ( 17?) • 
Let ~ be a weight on 112 , and cp the weight on lfl = 
~(~,G,a.,w) dual to w = ~acr-1 (see [27]). Noting that for 
x E Y((G; rfl) we have 
x = J n(g)I(x(g))dg 
G 
= JG>..w(g)Ia.(ugcr(x(g))dg, so that 
cp(x*x) = JG w ((ugcr(x(g)))* ugcr(x(g)))dg 
= J cp (x(g) *x(g) )dg , 
G 
so that {cp,Cj)} is a Plancherel pair for ( 17J, 1j, I, n}. (The other 
requirements of the definition are easily verified using [27].) 
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Conversely, suppose that (1n,11 ,I,n} admits a Plancherel pair 
of weights {cp,cp}' and let [ n,r,n_,} be the normalized form of 
('fL,I,n}, so that [12.,I,n1 } induces a. and w. We claim that 
{cp,~) is a Plancherel pair for [~,~,I,n1 ] o 
Note that if x E J( (G;?1z ) , and we write TT(g) = TT1 (g)I(ug) , 
then x = J TT(g)I(x(g))dg 
G 
= JGn1(g)I(ugx(g))dg. 
Thus ~(x*x) = J cp(x(g)*x(g))dg 
G 
= JGcp((ugx(g))* ug x(g))dg 
and {cp,~J satisfies 5.2.1 (iii) for (~; ~ ,I,n1 J o Using this, 
5.2.1.(ii) is trivially verified.. To complete the proof then is is 
sufficient to prove 5.2.2 (ii). 
(ii) Let {'yZ,I,n} be a normalized extension of '71] by G 
inducing a. and w , and let {cp,cp) be a Plancherel pair for 
[?rj, lfl,~I,n}.. We suppose that 1ri (resp. ;yz) acts on the Hilbert 
,.... 
space 11 (resp. 11 ) derived from cp (~) , and we let A, (A) denote 
-the canonical map from the full left Hilbert algebra 1Jl (U) de-
rived from cp (~) into 11 ( 11') • By hypothesis, A ( jj ) is dense 
,.... 
in 1:( o 
.. 
""' Note that for x E Jl(G; "tfl) with x E 13 , then x = 0 im-
plies o = ~(x*x) = J cp(x(g)*x(g))dg, so that x(g) = o a.e. 
Thus there is a well ~efined linear map U : 'KCi) .... L2 (G; 1i) given 
by (U(A(x)))(g) = A(w(g-1 ,g)x(g)). Indeed, U is an isometrey 
as 
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IIA'Cx)ll 2 = CI)Cx*x) 
= J ~(x(g)*x(g))dg 
G 
= J IIA(w(g-1 ,g)x(g))ll 2dg 
G 
= !luCA'Cx))ll 2 .. 
Clearly, U has dense range in L2(G; W), so that U extends to 
a unitary of if onto L2(G; 11) ; we denote this extension by U 
also. 
,... -
Now for s, '11 E ?-+ and x,y E 13 , we have 
(xys,'ll) = J J (rr(g)I(x(g))rr(h)I(x(h))s,'ll)dhdg 
G G 
Thus 
= J J (rr(g)rr(h)I(~1 (x(g))x(h))s,'!l)dhdg 
G G . 
= J J (rr(gh)I(a.:~Cw(g,h))a.h1 Cx(g))x(h))s,'ll)dhdg 
G G & ... 
= JGJG<rr(k)I(a.k1Cw(g,g-1k))a.k_1g(x(g))y(g-1k))s,'!l)dkdg 
= J J (rr(k)I(~1 (w(kl,l-1 ))~(x(kl))y(l-1 ))s,'!l)dldk 
G G 
xy = z, where z(g) = J a.-1(w(gh,h-1))a. (x(gh))y(h-1)dh. G g -n 
Hence we have 
(U(xA(y)))(g) = (U(A(z)))(g) 
= A(w(g-1 ,g)JGa.~1 (w(gh,h-1 ))"h(x(gh))y(h-1 )dh) 
= J G A(w(g-1 ,g) a.~1 (w(gh,h-1) )~ (x(gh) )y(h-1) )dh 
= J A(w(h,h-1 )w(g-1 ,gh)~(x(gh))y(h-1 ))dha 
G 
On the other hand, we may compute 
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((s Aw(h)I~(x(h))dh)U(;(x)))(g) 
G 
= J (A.w(h)I~(x(h))U(A(x)))(g)dh 
G 
= J w(g-1 ,h)~ 1 (x(h))A(w(g-1h,h-1g)y(h-1g))dh G g- h 
= jr A(w(g-1 ,h)w(g-1~,h-1g)~ 1 (x(h))y(h-1g))dh 
G g- h 
= J A(w(g-1 ,gh)w(h,h-1 )~(x(gh))y(h-1 ))dh 
G 
Thus U(J rr(g)I(x(g))dg)U* = J A.w(g)I~(x(g))dg; an easy and •_vell-
G G w 
known approximation argument now ensures that Urr(g)U* = A. (g) , 
g E G, and UI(x)U* = I~(x) , x e 'n1_, and that { 11, I, rr J and 
{dt(~,G,~,w),I~,Aw} are isomorphic as extensions. Q.E.D. 
The strength of the concept of Plancherel pairs of weights 
lies in the requirement 5.2.1 on). This should be interpreted as 
an orthogonality condition (for the rr(g)) over I(~)); it can 
also be interpreted as an analogue of a dimension condition frequent-
ly met with in the theory of (finite dimensional) central simple 
algebras. 
From 5.2.2 we obtain immediately the following 
Corollary 5.2.3. Let {?i,I,rr} be a normalized extension of {~,e} 
inducing o. and w, and 'Yrl- G- equivalent with {6{(1J?,G,a.,w),I~A.w}. 
Then the extensions { ?Z.,I,n} and { u:l('W],G,~,w),Ia.,A.w} are iso-
morphic. 
We also obtain the following more familiar criterion for a 
normalized extension to be a twisted crossed product (c.f [3],[12]). 
Corollary 5.2 .. 4-. Let { 7Z,I, rr} be an extension of ?rL by G, with 
G discrete, and with { 11 , I, rr} inducing ~ , w • Suppose further 
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that each automorphicm a.g , g I e is properly outer. Then if there 
is a normal, faithful, expecation E : 11 .... I(IYYJ.) , the extensions 
['i[ ,I,n) and {6{Unz,G,a.,w),Ia.,A.w} are isomorphic. 
Proof. We identify 1fl with I(11]) ~ 12 • Since for g I e we 
have E(n(g))x = E(n(g)x) = E(a.g(x)n(g)) = a.g(x)E(n(g)), 
and a.g is properly outer, E(n(g)) = 0 , g I e. 
,... 
Thus if cp is any faithful normal state on 1'Yl and cp = cpoE , 
we may compute for x E J( (G; 'fYJ.) 
C{)(x*x) = Cj)( 2: 2: x(g) *n(g) *n(h)x(h)) 
gh 
= l: I: cp(x(g)*E(n(g)*n(h) )x(h)) 
gh 
= I: cp(x(g) *x(g)) ; 
g . 
thus (~,~} Plancherel pair for [11 ,tn,I,n). Q.E.D. 
The relevant feature of the above proof of course is that 
E( n(g)) = 0 for g I e • 
5.3 Dual actions 
According to 3.1.8, if G is an abelian group and ('/l. ,I,n) 
any regular extension of '111 by G, the dual group "' G acts as 
automorphisms on 11 in such a way that ap(n(g)) = (g,p)n(g) and 
I( •11'{) = {x E /f/ : Q.p (x) = x for all p E G} • The following converse 
is patterned after the results of [18]. 
Proposition 5 .. 3.1. Let 1Z be a von Neumann algebra, G an abelian 
group, and TT : g E G .... n(g) E 'U(12 ) a Borel map. Suppose there 
exists a continuous homomorphism pEG .... 0.PEAut(1'l) with O.p(n(g)) 
A A 
= (g,p)n(g) for all p E G, g E G, and set 11z = {x: <Xp(x) = x for 
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all p e a) • Then ( n 'I' TT) is a regular extension of 112 of G ' 
where I is the inclusion map I : 1rf - 7l .. 
. Proof" The fact that 11z and (n(g) ,g E GJ generate r'f/ follows 
exactly as in [18]; we omit the details. Also, with v(g,h) = 
n(g)n(h)n(gh)* we see &P(v(g,h)) = (g,p)~(gh,p)v(g,h) = v(g,h) 
so v(g,h) E '7Yj. Further, with x E -?tz we see &.P(n(g) x n(g)*) = 
{g,p}n(g) X n(g)*(g,p) = n(g) x n(g)* ; thus if a.g(x) = n(g) x n(g)* 
for x E 1'fl, then 1rJ is invariant under a.g • We shall show that 
{01,I,nJ is (isomorphic to) the regular extension constructed from 
a. and v as in 3.1.6. 
Define a map 6 ~ n- L0 :'(G; 'YL) by (6(y))(p) = \Cy). Clearly 
6 is an isomorphism and 6(y) = y® 1 if and only if y E 1J? ; also 
6(n(g)) = n(g)®Xg where Xg denotes multiplications by the charac-
ter p ... {g,p} on L2 (G) • 
We let fl be represented faithfully on the Hilbert space 1/ ; 
00" 2 ,.. 
thus L (G; 1'1) is realized on L (G; 1f) • Let 1 be the unitary 
1r : L2 (G; 'H) ... L2 (G; 11) defined by 
(J;s)(g) = J,.<g,p)s(p)dp ; 
G 
... (We have chosen Haar measures on G and G so that the Plancherel 
formula holds; ~ is nothing but the Fourier transform.) Setting 
6(y) = ~ 5(y) "f,* for y € 11, we obtain 5(x) = x® 1 if and only 
if x E '1r/_ and 5 ( n(g)) = n(g) ® A.(g) , where A. is the regular 
representation of G on L2(G) • 
Define a unitary U on L2 (G; 11) by (Us)(g) = n(g-1 )s(g). 
Now (U(x®1 )U* s) (g) = a. -1 (x) s(g) ' X € m and 
g 
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(U(n(g) ® >..(g))U*~)(h) = n(h-1 )n(g)(U*~)(g-1h) 
= n(h-1 )n(g)n(h-1 g)*~(g-1h) 
= v(h-1 ,g) s(g-1h) • 
Thus the isomorphism Ad U • 6 carries ~ and n(g) , g E G to the 
generators of the regular extension of ~ by G determined by ~ 
and v. The proof is complete. Q .. E .. D. 
We note that if G is discrete, 5.3.1 may be proven more 
easily using 5.2.4 ; the map E : 'YJ. - lfYj defined by E(y) = 
J_ .. Cx. (y)dp is a conditional expectation with E(n(g)) = 0 for g;le. Gp 
The proof of 5 .. 2.4 now applies .. 
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§ 6 Applications 
These fall in three (related) classes; we begin with twisted 
crossed products. Twisted crossed products have been seen to be 
useful since Connes (6] constructed examples of factors not anti-
isomorphic with themselves (see [27] also for details),althoughthey 
have been discussed in the literature much earlier ((32]); they 
have been advertized as a method of constructing von Neumann algebras 
which are not constructible using ordinary crossed products. However, 
we have 
Theorem 6.1. Let 1Y\ be properly infinite and G arbitrary, or a 
:rr1- algebra and G a finite group. Then any regular extension, and 
hence any twisted crossed product, of 1J11 by G , is already an 
ordinary crossed product .. 
Proof. Let {1[ ,I,rr} be a regular extension of '7'fl by G; by 
4 .. 3.3 {?Z ,I,rr} is strongly equivalent to an extension £"2 ,I,rr1 } 
where rr1 is a representation of G in 1A. ( 11.) • If we write 
Ad rr(g) ( I(x)) = I( a.g(x)) , rr(g)rr(h) = I( v(g,h) )n(gh) , Ad rr1 (g) (I(x)) 
= I(~g(x)) and rr1 (g) = I(ug)rr(g) for g,h E G and x E 1rJ, then 
uga.g(~)v(g,h)u~ = 1 and 13g = Ad ug•a.g, g,h E G. 
We let 1Y}_ act on 1-1 and 'Y1_ on L2 (G; 1f) ; define a unitary 
u on L2(G;?i) by (Us)(g) = u _1 s(g). Then g 
(U I(x) U* s) (g) = u 1 a. 1 (x)u* 1 s(g) g- g- g-
= s~1 (x) s(g) 
= (I~(x)s)(g) xE 111 
= u 1v(g-1 ,h)u* 1 s(h-1g) g- g- h and (U rr(h) U* s)(g) 
= u 1a. 1(uh)u* 1s(h-1g) g- g- g-
= sg1 (uh)s(h-1g) 
= (rS(uh)>..t (h)s)(g) , h EH 
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where t denotes the trivial 2-cocycle. Thus 12 is isomorphic 
The interpretation of this in terms of non-anti-isomorphism is 
that there are von Neumann algebras ~ anti-isomorphic with them-
selves, and representations 
anti-automorphism cr of ~. is 
g e G ... a.g EAut('lJ{) such that for no 
cr o a. o cr - 1 = a. for all g E G • g g 
Interest in twisted crossed products is thus reduced to abelian 
algebras and possibly rr1 (non-factor) von Neumann algebras. 
We now turn to extensions of injective von Neumann algebras .. 
Theorem 6.2. Let (?t,I,n} be an extension of an injective von 
Neumann algebra 1fL by G. Then '7J is injective if either 'YrJ is 
a rr1-algebra and G is finite, or if 11] is properly infinite, 
and G contains a dense, countable, amenable subgroup. 
Proof. Follows from 4.3.3 and (7]. Q.E.D. 
In particular, any extension of the hyperfinite factor by a 
finite group is injective. 
If M is any locally compact group, and p a continuous 
unitary representation of M on separable Hilbert space, we say 
p is A.F.D. (approximately finite dimensional) if p(M)" is an 
injective von Neumann algebra. If all representations of M are 
A .. F .. D, we say 1'1 itself is A.F.D .. 
Theorem ~· Let 1 ... M ... N ... G ... 1 be an exact sequence of locally 
compact separable groups, where G contains a dense, countable, 
amenable subgroup; let p be a representation of N • Then 
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(i) if p(M) II is properly infinite and injective, p is A.F.D. 
(ii) if p(M)" is the hyperfinite factor and G finite, 
p is A.F.D. 
(iii) if M is connected, N is A.F.D. 
Proof. i) and ii) are trivial. Since any representation of a 
connected group generates a properly infinite ((17]), injective 
([7]) von Neumann algebra (Di) follows. 
We note it is not clear whether or not, i£ p is a represen-
tation of M which is A.F.D , the induced representation Ind~p 
of M is also injective. 
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